
 
 

 
WHILE IN DALLAS: 
 
AIRPORT ARRIVAL:  Look sharp (skirt or dress) yet be comfortable while you travel.  Walk out to the curb after picking up your bags and 
you’ll see LOTS of shared ride van shuttles along with tons of MK ladies all going to the downtown area hotels.  Let the shuttle guys know 
where you’re going (Omni Dallas Hotel), and he’ll put you with a group drive.  Cost should be no more than $20 including tip and although 
it may be quicker with cash, they do also accept credit cards.  If you find yourself waiting too long, you might want to check with a taxi 
company or Uber and ask the cost.  You can grab a few women to share a taxi.   
 
HOTEL:  The hotel is used to checking us in quickly & efficiently!  They will split the bill evenly depending on the number of women in your 
room.  They’ll ask for a credit card to check into your room for “incidentals,” food you purchase in restaurants inside the hotel, etc.   
Hint:  If at all possible, DO NOT use a debit card to check in.  The hotel will charge a “hold” on it when you arrive and it can take several days 
before it is released.  Bring EARPLUGS for yourself if you are a light sleeper.  If you snore, bring EARPLUGS FOR YOUR ROOMMATES!!   
  

Omni Dallas Hotel 
  555 S. Lamar 

Dallas, TX 75202 
214-744-6664 

 
TRANSPORTATION TO/FROM EVENTS:  Our hotel is ATTACHED to the Convention Center!  That means we’ll be able to walk through the 
meetings area of our hotel and walk directly into the convention center right to the Hall of Dreams where all our General Sessions will be!  
Even though we won’t need to wait for a shuttle bus, be sure to allow extra time for walking especially in the morning when everyone will be 
using the elevators at the same time!  The events are spread throughout the Convention Center, so check the schedule, always arrive early 
and be punctual, as you’ll miss something IMPORTANT AND FUN otherwise!  As a rule of thumb, plan to meet in the lobby with your friends 
an hour before an event at the Convention Center begins.  Doors typically open 30 minutes before a session begins and there is always fun 
happening before the official start times.  Be in your seats 15-20 minutes before the actual start time!  We will all be seated together as a unit 
with assigned seats. 
 
FOOD & BEVERAGE:  Please check the schedule for each day, as breakfast and lunch times vary.  Some meals are on your own, but most 
meals are part of your registration ticket!  They are yummy & free, so take advantage of them! 
  
WEATHER:  Shocker…it will be hot!  But do bring a sweater or wrap…it can still get cold in the convention center! 
 
SEMINAR NAME BADGE:  When you get registered at the Convention Center, you will be given an MK Name Badge.  IF YOU LOSE IT, IT WILL 
COST $50 TO REPLACE IT!  Super super important!!!  Suggestion:  slide your hotel room key into the back clear side of the registration 
badge.  The bus drivers will ask to see your hotel room key, and it makes it super easy! 
 
EXPO:  Coolest place ever at Seminar, it’s where you go to get your registration packet, to see and get your selfie made with career cars, see 
everything and get FREE STUFF!  Note the Schedule’s times when it is open and closed. 
 
VENDORS:  The vendors are at the Hyatt Hotel.  Check the times when they are open and closed, and schedule accordingly.  If it’s your first 
Seminar…it’s easy to feel creative and go nuts spending money that you don’t need to!   
 


